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to a very limited extent. Thus it comes about that'the very
young child is able to indulge openly in the expression of
sexual or hostile tendencies in a manner which is impossible
in later life; for to the child the expression of these tendencies
does not yet possess the moral and affective meaning which it
is destined subsequently to acquire. In the earliest years of
life the manifestations of quasi-sexual love, even in an incestuous
direction, are at first only the natural expression of a desire,
which is gratified as a matter of course and without any hesi-
tation produced fry a sense of the immorality of these mani-
festations. Similarly, when the child seeks, by death or other-
wise, to bring about the permanent removal of a rival or com-
petitor, the ideas of death and murder are, as Freud points out1,
at first quite uncomplicated by the thoughts, feelings and senti-
ments which later come to be associated with them; the in-
fliction of death—real or imaginary—is simply the most natural
way of dealing, at the earliest stages of emotional development,
with unwanted persons who interfere with the child's desires
and tendencies.
Modification	This open and unrestricted expression of primitive ten-
th«° result* of dencies is» however, confined to a phase of relatively short
Conflict duration in the history of the child's mind, being generally
found only in the first few years of life. The crude love or
hate for mother or father, brother or sister, which we have so
far been considering, does not long persist in its original form;
the normal development of the mind requires that these primi-
tive emotional attitudes shall undergo grave and far reaching
modifications, the production of which constitutes an important
step towards the attainment of the adolescent or adult point
of view.
The forces of         These modifications are the result of a conflict which takes
Repression    pjace jn tke mjn(j be£Ween the love and hate impulses in their
original form and certain tendencies of an antagonistic nature
which (as .already indicated in the list chapter),   make their
appearance  after a certain  time  and  threaten  to  inhibit  the
cruder manifestations of the primitive impulses.   These new
tendencies are themselves, in all probability, derived from more
than one source. Those which produce modification in the love
impulses of  die  child,  may be  regarded  as constituting,  no
1 "The Interpretation of Dreams," 215.

